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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR OF GOVERNORS 

Another very busy term in another busy year has just flown 

by.   The summer term is always busy but it is by far, the 

most enjoyable.  Although the testing has been done, the 

learning continues at pace.   

 

WHAT HAVE THE GOVERNORS DONE THIS 

TERM? 

The governors have been working hard behind the scenes 

and achieving one of our objectives set last year; namely 

attending each school event, to raise parents’ awareness of 

ourselves and hopefully our approachability.  One of the 

"perks" of my role is to attend the really interesting school 

events.  I attended the new to Year 3 meeting in May and 

met a number of the parents whose children will be joining 

us in September.  I followed this with a visit for Sports Day 

(I'm not sure how Mrs Dalziel manages to get the best 

weather).  I was impressed with the children's sense of 

participation and support for each other, despite the fact 

that they were "competitors".  Last week I attended the 

Open Evening and was (again) impressed with the musical talent of Ashfield's children.  It was nice to meet our current 

parents and catch up with their children's progress.  It was also fantastic to see so many of next year's Year 3 cohort and 

their parents.  Finally, I get to end the year by attending the Year 6 Leavers’ Show and the Ashfield Oscars on Friday.   

Other governors have supported me in attending these events, and have been doing their own visits focused on their own 

area of expertise.  And then reporting back to the rest of the governing body. 

 

WHO ARE WE? 

Doreen Thorne              Chair  (Parent) 

Linda Silver                    Foundation 

Gareth Jones                  Parent 

Sandra Podro                 Community 

Fiona Waloff                   Community 

Di Hoeksma                    Community 

Daniel  Phillips               Parent 

Charmaine Davison       Staff 

Helen Flint                      Associate 
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We have held our committee meetings and considered a variety of issues, from the budget to the safety/wellbeing of the 

children; and of course, the progress the children are making in their education.  This year has seen some changes to the 

curriculum and what is expected of the children.  The staff at Ashfield have, yet again, risen to the challenges put before 

them and come out with some fantastic results. 

At Ashfield we take safeguarding the children very seriously.  There have been a number of highly publicised incidents 

recently regarding bullying (and the various forms it can take in this modern age) and the access to mobile phones.  To this 

end, a new mobile phone policy will be put into place from next September.   The information was sent out earlier this week 

and appears on the website. Please consider whether your children really need a phone in school.  There will be a ban on 

smart phones and if you do decide that a phone is necessary, you will need to complete an application form which is available 

from the office. 

HOW TO CONTACT US 

We will continue to be available to talk with at school functions, so please look out for us and do come and share your 
views. 

 
Although, the first point of contact with the school is through your child’s class teacher; you can contact me through the 
school office by email.  Mrs Culley will ensure mail is re-directed to me. 

AND FINALLY 

Thank you    All of the wonderful events I attended this year, showcasing the achievements of the children; 

cannot be done without the efforts of the entire staff at Ashfield.  Neither can the day-to-day work of providing the children 

with the outstanding education that is expected at Ashfield.  I would like to thank them all for their commitment, enthusiasm 

and dedication to enabling Ashfield's children to be the best that they can be. 

 

Doreen Thorne  

Chair of Governors 

 

Ashfield aims… 

To inspire and challenge children to become confident, life-long learners 
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